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Appendix C 

Employee Satisfaction Survey 2018: Summary Comments 

Overall, AUB's policies and procedures are 

Annual increase upon work appraisal should be separate from the university's annual increase. 

Annual leave days are few and sick leaves aren't easy to get from infirmary even if when I am sick 

As a part time instructor, we have always problems and lateness regarding contract ready to sign and last salary payments 

AUB and AUBMC policies are outdated and need review, reform and should be updated 

AUB ENCLOSED THE LEBANESE BIAS SOCIETY.. THE PROBLEM ISN'T FROM AUB .. THE PROBLEM IS FROM THE 

LEBANESE CORRUPT ACTIONS 

AUB has become the best place for harassment and discrimination. I am planning to do an investigation. Toward professors that 

behave in an unethical way. 

AUB should become a green, zero waste institution and should apply all environmental policies to become an environmentally 

friendly institution, an example for others to follow. 

AUB should practice what they preach. If they teach Human Resources Management, AUB's HR Department should be a living 

example of what AUB teaches its students and should apply the latest and most up-to -date HR theories and practices. The same goes 

for all other Departments and Offices. AUB as an organization should apply all the theories that it teaches students in every aspect of 

its operation: Comptroller's, Finance, Purchasing, Safety, Environment, etc... 

Children educational allowances: 1- Employees should benefit from educational allowances for their children at schools starting their 

first year (KG1/Petite section). 2-It is not fair for employees with different grades to receive the same educational allowance. For 

instance there should a minimal rate for lowest grades and according a percentile increase will be added according the grades all the 

way to grades above 12. 3- Paying 25% tax on our kids schooling makes schooling for our children a lot more expensive. 4- 

Educational allowance shouldn't be after two years of service, it should be given upon contact signing 

Concerning co-operation and team work skills, the AUBMC specifically pathology and lab medicine lack this skills. Jobs are 

distributed to the employee but there is no organization, no team work and no co-operation. This is a big impact on the worker since 

some people work more or are more productive than other people and this for the long run will catch up on the staff's personality. 

Encouraging work environment 

Everything looks great on paper but on the ground it is much more complicated and not all policies and regulations are applied, hence 

they should be reinforced 

Fair to everyone 

Glad to have a committee assessing and revising policies and procedures  More effort needs to be done to go over existing ones. 

I feel Extremely ashamed about how AUB brags about democracy and female rights. It is still doesn’t give encouragement for people 

who are loyal to the institution.  
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I think AUB administration and HR need to trust faculty more than it does.  

It is a shame to be such a dedicated person working from 7:30 till 6:00 and sometimes till 10 with such responsibilities and my 

colleagues comes at 11:00AM without having to use the punishing machines with a salary*3, this is totally unfair at AUB 

Junior faculty (with less than 2 years experience at the professorial rank) simply are not able to effectively chair departments or 

searches. When supervisors allow such things to occur, then there needs to be more clear policies on how these faculty members 

would be supervised so as to not have searches fail, etc.  

N/A 

Nursing department: (in one of the units) 1- Policies are manipulated by persons in charge. For example 2 relatives work on the same 

unit. 

2- Some staff are given the chance to have a fixed day duty schedule where the others work on different shifts. This is causing a major 

discouragment for several staff members  

3- Several nurses are late in their Holidays while other nurses took all their holidays, this is unfair and should be worked out.  

4- During the night duty, some nurses go to sleep for several hours, the manager of the unit was informed and yet no action was taken. 

5- Many nurses have a trend of getting a lot of sickleaves even if they are not really sick  

6- As a major breach of the Lebanese work laws, we come to duty from our offs and we get paid as straight hours instead of overtime 

(knowing that any hour after the 40 hours/week is considered as overtime, and the nursing administration is refusing to listen to us 

asking for the laws to be applied). 

7- Positions on the unit are being granted and opened for certain people and when they leave the position got shut off. i.e.Clinical 

Nurse Specialist (CNS), Clinical Nurse Specialist (CNC), and recently a position of Case Manager, when the one who was working in 

that position leaves, the position get closed. T 

On the other hand, things in my faculty (OSB) seem good at the moment.   

Pension plan policies were not well communicated during the orientation seminar. Just recently, I found out that I am not enrolled in 

the pension plan, although I have had my contract signed 3 times since I joined AUB. It never dawned on me that a pension plan is left 

to the discretion of the faculty, since all institutions I worked at previously, nationally and internationally, end of service benefit is a 

given and the employee's right.  

Personalized Services offered to our patients are below the expected standard of care specific to our speciality. Mutiple visits to PAU 

are needed "by policy" to the same patient undergoing both eyes surgery 1 or 2 weeks apart. 

Operative room turnover is way slower to what should be expected for our speciality. No clear policy / procedure on how to order on a 

regular basis a specific needed material to the OR. 

Policies and procedures should be clear, explicit, and reachable for reference (not accessible off campus) 

Policies are applied well , but when it comes to the staff rights it’s not applied fairly . We’ve been waiting for more than 2 years for 

career ladder in ED and yet no thing happened, despite talking to all the responsible personnel .  

Policies are not applied equally to everyone. There are people who have the freedom to act the way they want.  
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policies dissemination by CPDC is cumbersome and tiring; we are unable to grasp all the amount of information they give us in one 

hour session 

Policies ensure staff and patient's safety 

Sometimes a policy is very strict so that it doesn't apply to special situations, which require logical thinking rather than a previously 

set policy statement.  

The career ladder and grading system shall take into consideration the staff qualifications and degrees; There is a sort of unfair grading 

, it has been 3 years and am stuck in the same below grade position where I see many other employees who are much less qualified in 

higher positions; this is demotivating! 

The new faculty orientation was very helpful and the program senior faculty and the director are supportive. However, I hope there 

can be orientation to those policies and/ or regulations especially those related to contract renewal so that we can gear our energy to 

what the institution requires because sometimes, with the growing responsibilities, some regulations or policies, requirements or even 

rights might be forgotten.  

The new online system has only made things worse and there is no easy way to get questions answered.  I have lost multiple "in lieu" 

days off because I could not figure out when they needed to be used by. 

There is a lot of discrimination and corruption in policy implementation 

There is a recent argument to pay special compensation to those members of the staff exposed to high-risk conditions at work. As 

generally seen, not all high-risk conditions are evaluated as risky, there should be more reliable assessment to make sure that all 

employees are treated the same. 

There is nothing preventing administrators from taking a wrong turn and continuing along that path in spite of ample evidence of  it 

being a wrong decision 

They have to be gender sensitive  

Transparency is lacking in terms of scale of compensation, tenure, promotion, budgeting 

unacceptable inequity and inequality in wages 

Unfair and inequitable, especially when it comes to research assistants, career ladder and fair pay.  

Very good 

Very long policies, not convenient when you want to review a policy during a certain situation like blood transfusion.  

Why do management  staff not receive the 13th salary? "The 13th salary by policy is for the non-academic staff in grades 1 to 12" this 

does not make sense and the reasons behind are not known.  
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 What do you find most satisfying working at AUB? 

12hrs shifts 

advancement in technical and medical aspects 

AUB is an oasis in a concrete jungle. It's also my asylum from outside madness. 

AUB is my alma matter and I love being at AUB and work to promote AUB mission and vision.  

Autonomy 

Available resources to conduct high quality research 

Being able to make a difference in patient care 

Being part of the OSB family 

Being supervised by professor Mahmoud el Batal. He is the best gift AUB had. 

Close to residence 

CLT workshop 

colleagues and collaborative environment at Pharmacology and Toxicology, especially that The chairperson is extremely responsive to 

hear any concerns or suggestions and propose win-win situations. 

Educational and other benefits 

Ethics, values, impact, exposure 

interaction and feedback from my students 

financial benefits, chances to be promoted for non clinical position  

Salary, fixed pay dates, flexible vacation dates, attending councils and meets 

Good Labs 

HIP and easy access to medical care. 

I am enjoying working under the umbrella of psychiatry. I have a chairperson who can listen to my needs, encourage me to get a 

training and to work on my development plan and carrier.  

In general at AUBMC nurses are treated well and the managers are friendly . 

Interesting conferences and events in other departments across campus 

Located in Lebanon. Close to family. 

Making a sick child feel at ease and smile. 

Manager Lina Awaly is very supportive and acts as an advocate for her staff 

Multi-disciplinarily  

My contributions to lead new generations forward through sharing life examples. The impact I have on students after they graduate  

My direct manager is competent, flexible, and unbiased. 

My job as senior lock smith 

No comment 
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nothing 

PERMANENT RETIREMENT 

Pioneering  

Policies to protect my right 

Prestigious green campus, ground and see view 

Professional vibrant environment; Interesting and diverse colleagues and students and good caliber 

Reputable hospital with JCI and Magnet accreditation 

Respectful institution, integrity and good reputation and social status 

Shared Governance, great management and leadership team that trust and encourage employees specially the HIS leadership team  

Sports center (especially, pool) 

Stability and job security 

team work  

The (academic) flexibility. 

The ability to convey through the lectures the beauties inherent in the discipline. 

the autonomy and trust of superior 

The e-administration development (many activities can be easily processed thru the online administration and applications system(s) 

The FAS research 

The liberal arts education curriculum in which I teach 

The non-smoking policy 

The opportunity we have at making an impact locally and regionally.  

The ownership for the work we do. The devotion you feel that some employees have. 

the size of the company is challenging so day after day you learn new things which make you think differently and out of the box... 

AUB is an award and a school of life 

the type of work I do 

Training procedures 

Wide variety of challenging tasks and potential for growth, more responsibilities and productivity and eventually reaching my career 

goals and ambitions 

Working for a good cause 

working on different projects with different units is essential in developing my professional profile and motivating at the same time 

Working with Dean Sayegh only, I would never stay if he wasn’t the leader. 

Respectful and ethical in its dealings 
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What do you find least satisfying working at AUB? 

1 hour break is not enough compared to the hours I work for. 

A lot of stress 

Academic decisions based on pure politics 

Ad hoc and politicized decisions by Faculty and upper Administration 

Administrative work 

allocation of responsibilities between team can be done more efficiently 

As a new faculty member, I would like to be involved as a member/volunteer in AUB's committee's to feel part of the institution and 

learn how to contribute to AUB. 

Benefits and HIP policies  

Bureaucracy  

Cafiteria's food and opening hours  

Compensation and benefits  

Dealing with the FAS dean's office, auxiliary services, and food services. There is a lot of bureaucracy at AUB, and staff in general 

are found hanging out on campus doing nothing. It surprises me that when I go anywhere to ask any questions, 

Difficult to keep track of all ongoing projects (information not always well centralized).  

Duty/long working hours 

unclear HR and administration approach/ They always refer us to our departments when we ask about anything 

equity between grades and salaries 

execution of decisions needs a lot of time 

exposure to external training relevant to my department 

Finding the right person in the right place  

following up on managers performance 

Increased work load without matching resources 

Innovation in the training and development to enable growth 

Insecurity in job positions 

IT services and IT security 

lack of collaboration and communication between faculties and departments and within / lack of teamwork 

lack of future possibilities and benefits for part timers makes it difficult to develop any attachment to the university. 

lack of growth and career advancement opportunities 

limited (in the sense of quality) of responsibilities and duties 

limited parking spots  

No encouragement when it comes to seeking self-development due to the fear of losing employees. 
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Opaque management, lack of trust between faculty and upper administration 

recognition and promotions  

Research in terms of time, funding and space 

Retirement and end of service payment 

Small departments are given little attention  when things are going right and a lot of attention when things go wrong 

Some employees in the security are substandard : lack of competence level comparing to the responsibilities they have 

subjectivity, favoritism, discrimination and unfairness 

The gap of salaries between management at AUB and AUBMC is big 

The lack of structure in certain jobs and taking employees for granted.  

The salary is not proportional to the level and price of education at AUB 

The situation in the country and the region.   

The university is too focused on ranking and external image rather than improving internal processes.  

The very slow response when support is needed from non-academic departments (such as the physical plant) 

too many similar jobs, fake titles, fear of ending up doing nothing with title 

traffic around AUB and AUBMC and beggars all over the area  

unclear job structure and functions  

Under estimation of our abilities 

unfairness in performance appraisal, recognition, bonuses and promotion  

Very low salaries compared to institutions in Lebanon and Abroad. 

We have no real HR presence in our office (NYO).  

Work environment 

Work from home policy 

work load, no life/work balance 

Workplace and physical work conditions (no windows, underground offices etc.) 
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What could AUB do to enhance your satisfaction as an employee? 

Allocate more resources to specific departments to allow room for development and growth 

Apply labor law and respect equity amongst its faculty members 

Better benefits plan (HIP/medical coverage/ educational allowance for kids etc) 

Change AUB HR policies and regulations in terms of RA contracts,  

Change our leaders 

Clear tables of transparent payroll within advancement 

Clearer merit based criterion and recognition 

Communicate and promote more the rights of its employees via newsletters or sessions 

create a good retention/end of service plan 

Decrease working hours for mothers or at least a flexible schedule  

develop a better merit system 

diversity and prosperity 

Empower middle managers 

Enhance promotion and transfers within 

fair salary scale 

Fairness, objectivity and impartiality. 

flexibility in terms of working hours and duties 

Improve cafeteria's food and services 

Improve intercampus transportation (using golf carts).  

improve work conditions  

Increase and amend annual leave days, maternity days 

Increase pay according to years of experience/work load 

increase support for graduate assistantship 

Increase trainings and workshops for employees 

Increase transparency at all levels and resolve inequities in salaries. 

increase travel and research funding, eliminate complicated procedures to apply for internal funding 

Job security and promotion 

Keep up with the vision/mission 

Kids Daycare 

less bureaucracy and more transparency  

less work load  

minimizing the unhealthy and annoying fumes from the power plant and the service vehicles on campus especially on the lower 
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campus. 

more appreciation  

more solidarity among our peers 

Promote team work and equity 

Provide and compensate for parking 

Provide cost of living adjustment 

revisiting the management position benefits such as month 13 

rewards, promotions, raises and bonuses based of performance appraisal 

self-evaluation and more integration of the employee with the institutional goals. 

Work on a collective shuttle service plan to reduce traffic and parking demand around AUB 

work on an alternative compensation plan to the employees who do not benefit from AUB's benefits plan 

 


